ABSTRACT
I. INTRODUCTION
The significant aim in research of Artificial Intelligence is to devise machines so that they perform various tasks normally that require human intelligence [1] . AI defines the field as -the study and design of intelligent agents [2] ‖. An intelligent agent is a system that takes actions which maximizes its chances of success and perceives its environment [3] . AI is the intelligence of robots and machine and also the branch of computer science that aims to create it. Playing good games of chess, learning to improve its own performance, learning to translate languages and proving mathematical theorems are few such things that machine is expected to perform [4] [5] .
Although each of these tasks have somewhat certain peculiarities that defines it uniquely, many workers who work in this field feel that there are various characteristics which are common to the tasks which require intelligence and they have also tried to work on those problems in which these characteristics were quite visible and those tasks which are somewhat visible and common to many intelligence problems are initial description of a problem and transformation it into a more easily solvable form, heuristic approach and sub-problems associated to it, breakdown of a difficult problem into several other easier problems, and learning them through induction from various past experiences of it.  To study the concept of principles in AI.
II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

III. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Artificial Intelligence is that branch of computer science which aims to study the computation requirements for various tasks including reasoning, perception, learning and develops the systems to perform those tasks. This term was coined by John McCarthy in 1955 at Massachusetts Institute of Technology [6] and defined it as, -the science and engineering of making intelligent machines.‖ [7] . Intelligence means to respond flexibly to various situations and to make sense out of contradictory and ambiguous messages. The goals and central problems of AI research includes planning, knowledge, learning, reasoning and perception. Some current popular approaches consists of statistical methods and computational intelligence. The field of AI is interdisciplinary in which number of professions and sciences converges and which includes mathematics, psychology, philosophy, neuroscience and also other specialised fields such as artificial psychology. The field of AI aims to understand and build intelligent entities.
AI Is the field of science that deals with the analysis and synthesis of computational agents that act intelligently.
An agent is something that acts in the environment i.e. it does something. We are only interested in what an agent does i.e how it acts to a particular environment. We can judge an agent by its actions. An agent is called to act intelligently when what it does is appropriate for its goals and circumstances, it is flexible to changing environments and changing goals, it makes appropriate choices, and it cannot observe the state of the world directly and it has limited time to act and has a finite memory. A computational agent is that agent who decides about its actions and which can be explained in terms of the computation. This means that decisions can be broken into primitive operation that can be implemented in some physical device. This type of computation can take many different forms. In human beings this type of computation is carried out in the "wetware" and in computers this computations is carried out in the -hardware".
IV. COMPONENTS OF AI
Mainstream thinking in psychology regards human intelligence not as a single ability process but rather as an array of separate different components. Research in Artificial Intelligence has focussed chiefly on the following components of intelligence: learning, reasoning, problem-solving, perception, and language-understanding. [10] International verbs by rote will not be able to make the past tense of the word such as jump unless it had been presented previously with jumped, whereas a program that is able to generalize can be able to learn the -add-ed‖ rule and so can form the past tense of jump based on the experience with similar verbs. Sophisticated modern techniques enable the programs to generalise complex rules from the data.
Reasoning
To reason is to draw inferences appropriate for the particular situation. Inferences are classified either as deductive or inductive. An example of the former is, -Fred must be in either the museum or the café. He is not in the café; therefore he is in the museum,‖ and of the later, -Previous accidents of this sort were caused by instrument failure; therefore this accident was caused by instrument failure.‖ The most significant difference between these forms of reasoning is that in the deductive case the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion whereas in the inductive case the truth of the premises lends support to the conclusion without giving absolute assurance. Inductive reasoning is very common in science, where data are collected and tentative models are developed to describe and predict the future behaviour until the appearance of the anomalous data forces the model to be revised again.
Problem solving
Problem solving has a general form for example given such and such data and find ‗x'. Problem solving in artificial intelligence, may be characterized as a systematic search through a range of possible actions in order to reach some predefined goal or solution. A huge variety of different types of problems is addressed in artificial intelligence. Problem solving methods is divided into two parts-special purpose and general purpose. A specialpurpose method is tailor-made for a particular problem and often exploits very specific features of the situation in which the problem is being embedded. In contrast, the general-purpose method is applicable to a wide variety of problems. One example of general-purpose technique used in Artificial Intelligence is means-end analysis-a step-by-step, or incremental, reduction of the difference between current state and final goal. The program selects actions from a list of different means which in the case of, say, a simple robot that might consist of PICKUP, PUTDOWN, MOVEFORWARD, MOVEBACK, MOVELEFT, and MOVERIGHT-until the goal state is reached from the current state. 
Perception

Language
A language is a system of signs having meaning by convention. Traffic signs, for example, form a mini language, it being a matter of convention that [hazard] means -hazard ahead‖ in some countries. An important characteristic of full-fledged human language for example English, which distinguishes them from, e.g. bird calls and systems of traffic signs, is their productivity A productive language can formulate an unlimited variety of sentences. A productive language is one that is rich enough to enable an unlimited number of different sentences to be formulated within it.
V. APPLICATIONS OF AI
There are various different areas where the Artificial intelligence is applicable. Few of them are as follows-
Expert System
Expert Systems are computer programs that are derived from a branch of computer science research called Artificial Intelligence (AI). Expert system currently is designed to assist experts, not to replace them.
Expert system consists of two main parts. These are knowledge base and the reasoning or inference.
The knowledge base of expert systems contains both factual knowledge and heuristic knowledge. Factual knowledge is that knowledge of the task domain that is widely shared, typically found in textbooks or journals, and commonly agreed upon by those knowledgeable in the particular field. Heuristic knowledge is the less rigorous, more experiential, more judgmental knowledge of performance. In contrast to factual knowledge, heuristic knowledge is rarely discussed, and is largely individualistic. It is the knowledge of good practice, good judgment, and plausible reasoning in the field. It is the knowledge that underlies the "art of good guessing."
International 
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Natural language processing is an interesting and difficult domain in which to develop and evaluate representation and reasoning theories. All of the problems of AI arise in this domain; solving "the natural language problem" is as difficult as solving "the AI problem" because any domain can be expressed in natural language. The field of computational linguistics has a wealth of techniques and knowledge. It helps to enable people and computers to communicate in a natural language (such as English) rather than in the computer language.
Speech Recognition
The user communicates with the application through the appropriate input device i.e. a microphone. The
Recognizer converts the analog signal into digital signal for the speech processing. A stream of text is generated after the processing. This source-language text becomes input to the Translation Engine, which converts it to the target language text. The goal is to allow computers to understand human speech so that they can hear our voices and recognize the words we are speaking. It simplifies the process of interactive communication between people and computers.
Computer Vision
By vision, we meant of sensing environment. The goal of computer vision is to give computers this same powerful facility for understanding their surroundings. To do with seeing using information mediated by light in order to interact successfully with the environment As much to do with biological systems as with computers, 
Robotics
A robot is an electro mechanical device that can be programmed to perform manual tasks or a reprogrammable multi-functional manipulator designed to move materials, parts, tools or specialized devices through variable programmed motions for performance of variety of tasks. Artificial intelligence and robotics are two closely related areas of study that fall under the field of computer science. AIand robotics specialists design computers and machines that act similar to humans with as little human involvement as possible. An intelligent robot includes some kind of sensory apparatus that allows it to respond to change in its environment. 607 | P a g e
Automatic Programming
Programming is the process of telling a computer that exactly what you want it to do. The aim of automatic planning is to create special programs that act intelligent tools to assist programmers and expedite each phase of programming process
VI. EXPERT SYSTEM ETHICS
The most important applied area of AI is the field of expert systems. An expert system (ES) is a knowledge- There are several levels of Expert System technologies available. There are two important things which are to be kept in mind while selecting expert system tools, these are-1. The tool selected for the project has to match the capability and sophistication of the projected ES, in particular, the need to integrate it with other subsystems such as databases and other components of a larger information system.
2. The tool also has to match the qualifications of the project team.
VII. ROBOTICS AND NEURAL NETWORKS
Knowledge Base
Facts Heuristics
International
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Artificial intelligence and robotics are two areas of study that are closely related and they fall under the category of computer science. Robotics and artificial intelligence robotics specialists design machines and computers that similar to humans where very little human involvement is possible. It considers the fat that how artificially intelligent beings may be used to benefit humans and how they may be used to harm humans. 
7.1The threat to privacy
Robot Rights
Robot rights are those moral obligations of society towards its machines, similar to animals or human rights.
These may include the right to life and liberty, freedom of thought and expression and equality before the law. The issue has been considered by the Institute for the Future and by the U.K. Department of Trade and Industry.
The Threat to Human Dignity
Joseph Weizenbaum argued in 1976 that AI technology should not be used to replace people in positions that require respect and care, such as: 
VIII. BRAINWASHING
The above statements are very good example of complexity in programming an artificial brain. The human brain is evolved through millions of years of survival and social behaviour. Imitating human brains working is a huge challenge and by judging the advance of current processor power and complexity it will take several decades more to reach. Once its decided that people want android robots and other machines with an artificially created intelligence sophisticated enough to rival our own. 
XI. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the concept that artificial intelligence is becoming a debatable topic these days. The risks in developing super intelligence include the risk of failure to give it the super goal of philanthropy. One way in which this could happen is that the creators of the super intelligence decide to build it so that it serves only this select group of humans, rather than humanity in general. More subtly, it could result in a super intelligence realizing a state of affairs that we might now judge as desirable but which in fact turns out to be a false utopia, in which things essential to human flourishing have been irreversibly lost. We need to be careful about what we wish for from a super intelligence; because we might get it. Many diverse problems have been solved by artificial intelligence programs. Some examples are finding the winning move (or sequence of moves) in a board game, devising mathematical proofs, and manipulating -virtual objects‖ in a computer-generated world. One deliberation that should be taken into account when deciding whether to promote the development of super intelligence is that if super intelligence is possible, it will likely be developed sooner or later. Therefore, we will almost certainly one day have to take the gamble of super intelligence no matter what. But once in existence, a super intelligence could help us lessen or eliminate other existential risks, such as the risk that advanced nanotechnology will be used by humans in warfare or terrorism, a serious threat to the long-term survival of intelligent life on earth. If we get to super intelligence first, we may avoid this risk from nanotechnology and many others. If, on the other hand, we get nanotechnology first, we will have to face both the risks from nanotechnology and, if these risks are survived, also the risks from super intelligence. The overall risk seems to be minimized by implementing super intelligence, with great care, as soon as possible. Artificial intelligence is making humans redundant and their frirndliness supergoal will cause it to value humanity and individual human
beings. An AI coordinating a city could do so in tandem with, not instead of, humans. It is possible for a team of people to control all the traffic lights in a city, but people get bored and sick and quit, and they need breaks for 610 | P a g e lunch and cannot work continously. A machine that controls the traffic signals can operate forever, never takes a day off, and never ends a day off, and never needs to be paid. It would be more efficient, and safe.
